2014 USDF All-Breed Awards

Purebred Arabian

Training Level
Open
1. 71.400, EL SHAMAL D SHAKLAN, Suzette Sontag
2. 70.900, AL-MARAH SILVER CHARM, Keeley Clark, Kassandra Barteau
2. 70.900, SSHAQ++++//, Debbie Canaday
Junior/Young Rider
1. 67.857, HS KHOZMIK ENKHANTED, Andrew Schnader
2. 63.542, JAZZZZ, Esme Grimshaw
Adult Amateur
1. 70.900, SSHAQ++++//, Debbie Canaday
2. 69.000, FOCUS PHANTASM, Kayla Reimer
Vintage Cup
1. 71.400, EL SHAMAL D SHAKLAN, Suzette Sontag
2. 70.900, SSHAQ++++//, Debbie Canaday

First Level
Open
1. 68.784, AL-MARAH SILVER CHARM, Keeley Clark, Kassandra Barteau
2. 67.169, APOCALYPTO CLL, Suzette Sontag
Junior/Young Rider
1. 67.057, HH ANTONIA, Amanda Howell
2. 66.774, HS KHOZMIK ENKHANTED+++//, Holly Schnader
Adult Amateur
1. 67.097, ANDARAZJA ROSE, Tara Wigmosta
2. 66.573, SSHAQ++++//, Debbie Canaday
Vintage Cup
1. 67.169, APOCALYPTO CLL, Suzette Sontag
2. 66.573, SSHAQ++++//, Debbie Canaday

Second Level
Open
1. 68.026, EL DA VINCI, Kailee Surplus
2. 66.532, DM VIVID KHEMISTRY+/, Maren Cochran, Missy Gilliland
Junior/Young Rider
1. 64.316, LP SNICKERS, Michelle Freeman
2. 62.500, HH ANTONIA, Amanda Howell
Adult Amateur
1. 66.000, DANCE FEVOR, Jessica Meredith
2. 64.521, DM VIVID KHEMISTRY+/, Maren Cochran

Third Level
Open
1. 66.382, AAH JABASKASET STAR, Jonni Adams-Allen
2. 65.193, PEM ORION, Roberta Polluck, Peggy Klump

Junior/Young Rider
1. 65.000, LP SNICKERS, Michelle Freeman
2. 63.718, AM CHANCE COMMAND++, Keeley Clark

Adult Amateur
1. 64.872, PEM ORION, Roberta Pollock
2. 62.180, SHAMANS CHANCE, Kimberlee McKenzie

Vintage Cup
1. 64.872, PEM ORION, Roberta Polluck

Fourth Level
Open
1. 65.750, AM CHANCE COMMAND++, Keeley Clark, Kassandra Barteau

Prix St. Georges
Open
1. 60.789, MSU BRING IT ON, Susan Zilke
1. 62.632, TUXEDO THYME ABA, Jamie Lawton

Adult Amateur
1. 60.789, MSU BRING IT ON, Susan Zilke

Intermediate I
Open
1. 64.507, AURORA MR, Danielle Casalett
1. 65.395, TUXEDO THYME ABA, Jamie Lawton
2. 62.500, PSYMBAD VF, Kara Somerville

Intermediate II
Open
1. 62.500, ALEROS, Hilda Gurney

Grand Prix
Open
1. 64.350, ALEROS, Hilda Gurney

Half-Arabian and Anglo-Arabian

Training Level
Open
1. 73.200, ARISTOCRAT CD, Amy Miller
2. 71.404, VELVET RAIN, Rita Mason

Junior/Young Rider
1. 63.036, STARFIRES ORION, Ella Fruchterman
2. 62.350, MARTELLATO, Rielly Strahan

Adult Amateur
1. 71.404, VELVET RAIN, Rita Mason
2. 70.829, FAMES HARLEY GIRL, Stephanie Eckelkamp

Vintage Cup
1. 66.100, KC FINAL TRIBUTE, Martha Scott
First Level
Open
1. 69.584, EF RAFIKKI, Sarah Duclos
2. 67.465, LA CROIX, Erin Brinkman
Junior/Young Rider
1. 66.379, KHEMOS CENTAURI, Keeley Clark
2. 62.492, STARFIRES ORION, Ella Fruchterman
Adult Amateur
1. 66.290, IVE BEEN SPLASHED, Mary Skittino
2. 66.081, KURT ALI KHAN, Cynthia DeRousie
Vintage Cup
1. 63.337, MC ENDLESS ECHO, Sherri Booye
2. 62.841, MAEDAY SURPRISE, Marilyn Weber

Second Level
Open
1. 67.351, DM KHEM LATTE+//, Maren Cochran, Missy Gilliland
2. 67.143, RHOYAL LEGGACY, Kathy Meuller
Junior/Young Rider
1. 61.608, KHEMOS CENTAURI, Keeley Clark
Adult Amateur
1. 65.298, KHEMOS KHOPI, Heather Rudd
2. 63.844, XZIBIT, Chris Reidy
Vintage Cup
1. 62.143, CYLENT PREMIER, Vicki Krebsbach

Third Level
Open
1. 68.077, ELIJAS TRUBADOR MGF, Tracy Pierce
2. 67.436, TT EBONY LACE, Jessica Fussner
Junior/Young Rider
1. 60.513, ES YOU GOTTA BE KIDDIN+, Cami Lalone
Adult Amateur
1. 65.257, FIRST DANCE, Carol Mavros
2. 63.974, ALF REINER, Sarah Newton
Vintage Cup
1. 65.257, FIRST DANCE, Carol Mavros

Fourth Level
Open
1. 66.929, CURZON, Patricia Harper
2. 64.911, CASINI, Trisha Kerwin
Adult Amateur
1. 61.844, FIRST DANCE, Carol Mavros
Vintage Cup
1. 61.844, FIRST DANCE, Carol Mavros

Prix St. Georges
Open
1. 65.066, BUSTER BEY+, Kristine Phelps
2. 65.000, IVE BEEN RIPPED+, Jessica Fussner

Adult Amateur
1. 62.040, CA DAVIGN, Judy Coats

Vintage Cup
1. 62.010, CA DAVIGN, Judy Coats

Intermediate I
Open
1. 67.368, DARK PRANKSTER, Patience Prine-Carr
2. 66.711, IVE BEEN RIPPED+, Jessica Fussner

Vintage Cup
1. 67.368, DARK PRANKSTER, Patience Prine-Carr

Grand Prix
Open
1. 64.017, CRIMSON N COLOR, Shannon Betts
2. 62.190, KB JULL FAHIM, Chelsey Sibley